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Abstract 

 Image segmentation is a method of partitioning a picture into complete different objects. There’s 

a major distinction between image enhancement and segmentation. Image enhancement is used 

to boost the quality of the given image. In image segmentation method, the actual portion of the 

image is highlighted with respect to the information. Medical image processing desires 

continuous enhancement of images acquired from patients in terms of techniques and 

applications to assist improve quality of health care services. The techniques used in 

interpolation, registration, compression, diagnosis are to be improved to satisfy the growing 

demands of rising technologies. This paper provides helpful insights of algorithms available in 

the sphere of medical image processing.  Medical image segmentation is a sub field of image 

segmentation in digital image processing that has many applications in the prospect of medical 

analysis and diagnostics. In this article,  different approaches of medical image segmentation are  

classified along with their sub fields and sub methods and described in detail. 

1. Introduction   

Medical image segmentation is a method of partitioning the interpreted image knowledge to a 

sequence of non overlapping regions .These regions denote completely different human 

structures and apply a suitable method for accuracy of clinical identification. Generally the basic 

theory of digital image segmentation could be a method of partitioning a digital image into 

multiple segments of interest thereby helping in easy investigation and analysis.  

Growing interest in health care domain has made-up method for innovative approaches for 

diagnosing and clinical practices. Since health is taken into account to be wealth, the care 

business has been trying to implement innovative medical procedures and treatment practices 
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and the methodologies in computations, making advances in hardware resources. Preciseness in 

sickness identification and accuracy in clinical practices and improvement in progressive 

instrumentality is that the vital necessity within the health care business.  

2. Need for segmentation 

In the process of segmentation of a medical image, the details required by the segmentation 

process are highly dependent on clinical application of the problem. 

 The purpose of segmentation is 

 to improve the process of visualization  

 to handle the detection process more effectively and efficiently. 

 

3. medical image segmentation techniques 

 

Here in this section we will analyze different methods developed and utilized in the process of 

medical image segmentation. Recent works were taken into consideration. 

 

3.1. Thresholding 

 

Thresholding is the most common method used for image segmentation due to its effective 

approach to analyze the foreground thereby eliminating the image background. The basic 

working is dependent on the intensity values of pixels in the image. The foreground image is 

classified by comparing it through a threshold value with the background image that classifies it 

as a foreground image if there is a difference in the intensity values. Additional operations are 

needed to eliminate noise from the image and to acquire more effective results in the process of 

segmentation [01].   

Some recent works that has been done is this prospect are analysed in [02]. The research is 

basically an overview of image segmentation techniques based on thresholding process. The five 

techniques of thresholding discussed in the paper include Mean, P-tile, Histogram Dependent 

Technique (HDT), Edge Maximization Technique (EMT) and visual technique.  

 Another thresholding approach of medical image segmentation is described in [03]. The 

approach uses watershed segmentation and texture based region merging method. The results 

achieved through this method are 92.2 % efficient and accurate as compared to the previous 

manual segmentation approaches. 

 

Soft thresholding of medical image data is proposed in [04]. The method works based on the 

concept of membership function that classifies each image pixel to a different region by using 

image histogram. The method works automatically and does not require human interaction and 

all the hard computations are postponed to final stage for the analysis of spatial operations which 

make the method more robust and effective. 

 

 

3.2. Region Growing 

In this method, a region of interest is chosen through a predefined condition. The condition 

defined is based on the information achieved through the intensity or edge details of image. In 
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this method an initial point is defined manually and then all points which are connected to that 

initial point having the same intensity values approximately as that point are selected [05]. The 

main application of this method in the medical field is to depict the tumor regions. Region 

growing method requires additional operations to be performed before application of this 

method. The main disadvantage of this method is that it requires manual description of the initial 

point so that there is a need to initialize an initial point for every region that is to be extracted.  

MRI brain tumor segmentation is described in [06]. The method focuses on image gradients and 

variations along with the boundaries. Edge information is preserved by using anisotropic filter. 

Later, mean variance and mean gradient of the boundary curve is calculated. The method is 

effective for categorizing timorous regions. A hybrid approach of ultrasound image segmentation 

is presented in [07]. The method is a composition of region growing and region merging. 

Effective results are achieved through the method.  

 

 

3.3. Classifiers 

Classification of image is done in this method by obtaining feature space from the image. This 

feature space is then divided into different regions depending upon the function defined in the 

feature space. For instance image intensities can be an example of a defined function. Classifiers 

methods work on the basis of pattern recognition technique. This method is also known as 

supervised method. The reason is that the data utilized is trained which is segmented manually 

and further utilized for the automatic segmentation process [08]. 

 

3.3.1. Maximum Like Hood (ML) / Byes Method 

Maximum Like hood method is capable of providing best results because of minimum error rate. 

The method requires that the features range included in the feature space should contain exact 

information of the probabilities of features. The method is not much applicable because accurate 

information is not often available with the user [09]. 

3.3.2. Nearest Neighbor 

It is a non-parametric method. The method works by training all data for classification purpose. 

The main disadvantage of method is that it involves high computational convolution in the 

process of classification. The error rate that can occur in a process is two times more in this case 

as compared to the byes method [10]. 

3.3.3. KN-Nearest Neighbor 

It is a non-parametric method. The method works by placing k different points in the feature 

space characterized by clustered objects. These points basically represent the centroids of initial 

groups. After placing the points each object is assigned to the cluster that has the contiguous 

centroid. After assigning the groups the position of each k point is altered again. This step is 

repeated until the movement of centroids becomes static. This repetition will formulate a metric 

to be calculated by separating the objects into diverse clusters. The main advantage of the 

method is that it requires no training summit of assurance in results. On the other hand low 

accuracy in classification and high required storage is a main disadvantage of the method [11].  

 

3.3.4. Neural Networks 

It is a non-parametric method which involves a multilayer perceptron for learning purpose and is 

a standard supervised network. There are different types of neural networks; some are used for 
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supervised learning and others for unsupervised learning. The process of training in this case can 

be time consuming but classification is fast [12]. 

 

 

3.4. Bayesian Approach 

Bayesian assessment theory is used for the classification purpose. The method works by 

calculating the probability in the image to construct models based on the probability that is 

further utilized for the class assignment of  random clusters in the image. There are four main 

approaches in the Bayesian category of image segmentation 

 

 3.4.1. Maximum a Posteriori (MAP) 

MAP approximation is an approach of the posterior allotment. It can be employed to acquire an 

approximation of an unnoticed measure taking place in the foundation of experimental 

information. MAP evaluation can be observed as a regularization of ML evaluation [13]. 

3.4.2. Markov Random Field (MAP) 

It makes use of undirected graph that determines the markov values of some arbitrary variables 

contained within a graphical model. MAP is quite similar to the Bayesian approach in view of 

representation. The only difference is that this approach is undirected whereas Bayesian method 

is comprised of directed graphs [14]  

3.4.3. Maximum Likehood (ML) 

This technique aims in providing the  estimation of parameters in a given statistical model. It is 

also considered as a well-recognized estimation technique. In some cases it is used to maximize 

the likelihood function when we are provided with fixed amount of data together with its 

statistical model from where values are selected of the parameters that carry out overall job of 

maximization [15].   

3.4.4. Expectation Maximization (EM) 

This is also a statistical approach used to figure out MAP or ML of parameters of a statistical 

model. This approach works on the basis of iterations. Here steps are performed in alterations; 

first estimation (E) step is performed followed by a maximization (M) step whose information is 

then utilized for the next E step and the process goes on [16]. 

 

3.5. Clustering 

If the functions of clustering and classifiers are compared, we can say that both are does the same 

function with the difference in their way of working. The classifiers use training data to classify 

the image and thus are called  supervised methods. Clustering approach contains unsupervised 

methods as it does not make use of training data. This inability of learning in clustering approach 

is compensated by iteratively dividing the image through the segmentation process [17]. 

Clustering process is suitable for applications where the intensities of the distributions of pixels 

in the image are known. The main application of this method can be observed in the 

segmentation of MRI. There are two main methods of clustering approach which are commonly 

used for the segmentation of medical images.   

3.5.1. K-Means 

The clustering process is carried out by iteratively calculating the mean of intensities values of 

each separated group of cluster of the image. Segmentation is carried out by categorizing each 

pixel with the closest obtained mean of the image [18]. 

2.5.2. Fuzzy C-Means 
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Segmentation through this process is carried out on the basis of fuzzy set premise. This process 

is also called generalization of k-means process. The difference between the two processes is that 

the points are categorized in separate classes in k-means process whereas fuzzy c-means permits 

the points to be connected with more than one class [19]. 

 

2.6. Deformable Methods 

Deformable method works on the basis of object boundaries. The features considered in view of 

image boundaries are the shape, smoothness and internal forces together with the external forces 

on the object under consideration [20]. Closed curves and shapes in the image are utilized to 

outline the object boundaries. The process of outlining the boundary of an object is a closed 

curvature or plane that is initially positioned close to the preferred edge and later permitted to 

experience an iterative reduction progression. The external forces are derived in order to 

originate a plane towards the preferred element in the image. The main advantage of these 

methods is the piece wise continuity.  

 3.6.1. Parametric Deformable Models (Explicit) 

In the statistics of deformable models parametric models can be described using finite number of 

parameters. These methods are also called  as active contours and make use of parameters 

generated curves for the representation of shape model. Parametric models are further divided 

into two categories which are: 

• Edge based methods 

• Region based methods 

The methods in edge based category take edges information as image features for the 

segmentation process and are really responsive to the noise factor as any noise can alter the 

accurate information of edges [21].  

The region based methods that make use of different areas of image to segment out the image. In 

the model evaluation process the information of regions is not updated which makes it difficult 

to obtain any changes in the region features. The main drawback of these methods is that it is 

difficult to handle the topology changes in the anonymous entity segmentation [22]. 

3.6.2. Non-Parametric Models (Implicit) 

These methods are also called as geometric active contour methods. These methods are based on 

the concepts of convolution theory. In the process of defining curve for the segmentation a level 

set function is utilized together with the additional time aspect [23]. 

 The evaluation of curve in this case is independent of parametric values. The drawback of 

parametric models is  it make use of edge based and region based methods although their 

implementation process is different from that of parametric models [24]. 

 

3.7. Atlas Guided Approaches 

Medical images segmentation based on Atlas guided approaches is a way of analyzing image 

through labeling a preferred structure or set of framework. The main purpose of this approach is 

to support radiologists in the discovery and identification of diseases. The working flow of 

approach is optimized by identifying the anatomy in the medical images [25]. The main 

application of these approaches is in the data where there is no well-defined relation between 

image pixels and regions. The other main applications include its use in computer aided 

diagnosis to analyze shape and morphological differences between image regions   
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3.7.1. Active Shape Model 

Active shape model makes use of Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and a pre constructed 

shape model for the segmentation of medical images. All shapes are trained and aligned and are 

used with PCA for the segmentation purpose [26]. The evaluation is carried out by using average 

mean shape for the scan and then deformation is carried out by means of deformable models. 

The parameters of shape also remain unchanged. By means of this process only the desired 

deformations are permitted and process terminates when variations are faced in the shape model 

[27]. 

 

3.7.2 Active Appearance Model (AAM) 

The active appearance model works in the same way as ASM with the difference that together 

with the shape model it also makes use of intensity model for the segmentation purpose. The 

intensity model is generated through registration among the training statistics [28]. 

 

3.8. Edge Based Approaches 

These approaches are the most easiest way of detecting discontinuity and boundaries of objects 

with in an image. In this case the two connected pixels have same intensity distribution form the 

edge and it is not essential that they will form a closed path. The distinction between the pixels is 

this case is carried out by estimating the intensity gradient. These methods are mainly used as 

base or central technique for other segmentation approaches [29]. 

3.9. Compression Based Approaches 

Compression centered techniques assume that the best possible segmentation is the one that 

reduces the excess steps in segmentation. The association connecting these conceptions is that 

segmentation attempts to discover samples in an image and reliability in the image might be 

utilized to compress it. The technique explains every division by means of its surface and edge 

outline [30]. 

 

Method Advantages Disadvantages 

Thresholding Fast, easy to implement Lack in piecewise continuity 

Region growing Less sensitive to noise Blurring effects 

Clustering Easy to implement Require spatial constraint 

Classifiers Widely used approach Complexity in computations 

Bayesian approach Works well with prior available 

data 

Use in posterior distributions 

Deformable methods Can handle topological changes Needs tuning 

Atlas guided 

approaches 

Provide optimum solution Precise segmentation is difficult 

 

Edge based methods Easy to implement, offer effective 

computational factor 

Not appropriate for all problems 

Compression methods Less storage requirement Slow processing speed 
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Conclusion 

 

This paper provides a brief outline of some methods and techniques available under the arena of 

medical image segmentation. Medical field is comprised of a number of medical modalities and 

each of them contains a number of diseases and issues under its heading. So this paper is 

basically involved in analyzing the techniques proposed and implemented in all of these 

modalities to help medical field in view of analyzing or figuring out a solution for particular 

problem. Each method has its own advantages and disadvantages. The usage of each method 

depends on the type of application built together with the available resources. Although much 

research work has been done in this regard but we can still say that there is huge room available 

for more efficient and effective techniques 
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